Landscape
FlexScape
Line-voltage

Your ultimate landscape

lighting chameleon
As an industry, we know that landscape lighting is meant to draw attention to
interesting outdoor elements, not the luminaires themselves. We can help you
to achieve this goal with convenient, multi-tasking Philips Hadco FlexScape
accent and inground line-voltage landscape luminaires. FlexScape line voltage
luminaires deliver powerful luminaire performance in a small form factor that
integrates seamlessly throughout the landscape. With the unique convenience
of field adjustable lumen outputs and interchangeable beam patterns, you can
easily adapt the lighting to seasonal, special event and needs-based changes.

Features/Benefits
· Multi-tasking accent and inground line-voltage
luminaires pack a powerful punch in a compact
form factor
· Discretely tucked into the surrounding landscape to
ensure that the focus remains on your design intent,
not the luminaire
· Versatile go-to landscape lighting solution reduces
complexity throughout your landscape lighting project
without sacrificing performance
· Easily adapt the lighting as needed with narrow,
ø 12.25"
(311mm) beam patterns via
medium and wide flood
ø 12.25" snap-on lenses provided with
interchangeable
(311mm)
each luminaire
0.80"

·(20mm)
Flexibility to change light intensity in the field with
five adjustable lumen outputs
16.00"
· Wired for standard 0-10V
dimming
(406mm)

Technical Information
Lumen Output:

Approximately 1000
to 3,500 lumens

Wattage:

9.5 to 34W

SL43 Inground dimensions

ø 12.25"
(311mm)
ø 12.25"
(311mm)
0.80"
(20mm)

Input voltage range: 120-277V
Optics:

Lenses:

B9 - Clear Flat

Top view
ø 12.25"
(311mm)

3000K, 4000K

Controls Solutions:

0-10V dimming driver
Slider switch with 5 preset
light outputs.

Vandal Accessories: Vandal resistant switch
IP Rating:

12.25"
(311mm)

10.47"
(265mm)

Bottom view

0.80"
(20mm)

SL43 - Clear flat, Walk over,
Linear spread,
Clear frosted
Color Temperature:

16.00"
(406mm)

6.10"
(155mm)ø

20° Narrow flood,
36° Medium flood,
65° Wide flood

IP66 rated luminaire - B9

6.07"

B9 (154mm)
Accent dimensions
16.00"

(406mm)
10.59"
(269mm)
6.10"
(155mm)

6.59"
(167mm)

1.19"
(30mm)

6.09"
(155mm)

ø 4.00"
(101mm)
Lens opening

10.47"
(265mm)

7.34"
(186mm)

6.07"
(154mm)

IP67 rated luminaire - SL43

6.59"
(167mm)

1.19"
(30mm)
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6.09"
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Lens opening

